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Gauri Khan is headed to Paris in January 2018, and here’s what we know
about her trip
Gauri Khan is all set to unveil something crafty for your home and it makes its
first stop at Paris

+

Gauri Khan has collaborated with Jaipur Rugs to launch her rug collection "Tattvam" at Maison & Object Paris in January
2018

If there’s one thing that we admire about the uber chic and glamorous Gauri Khan is her infinite zest for all
things design. From her first hospitality design project with Arth restaurant in BandraArth restaurant in Bandra, Mumbai, to the
adorable all-white nursery design for Karan Johar’s twins, to the opening of her flagship home decor store,
Gauri Khan DesignsGauri Khan Designs, followed by the collaboration with TISVA lightscollaboration with TISVA lights for a range of chandeliers—the interior
designer has been unstoppable (let’s not forget the stylish update she gave to Ranbir Kapoor’s bachelor pad
in between and the funky Halloween-themed party decor she helmed for Cirque le Soir’sCirque le Soir’s one-night-only bash
in Mumbai)!
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Gauri Khan has now trained her aesthetic eye on something that’s comforting and cozy, a new handwoven
rug collection to be launched in collaboration with Jaipur RugsJaipur Rugs at Maison & Objet, Paris, in January 2018.

Labelled “Tattvam” (which roughly translates to elements), the new rug collection by Gauri Khan for Jaipur Rugs will premier at
Maison & Objet

Labelled “Tattvam” (which roughly translates to elements), the new rug collection by Gauri Khan for Jaipur
Rugs will premier at Maison & ObjetMaison & Objet, one of the world’s leading design exhibitions for home decor, interior
design and architecture.

Jaipur Rugs known for its exquisite rug designs offers a curated line-up of contemporary, transitional and
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Everything about Arth—from its dishes, which are cooked only on charcoal and wood, to its name, Arth—is
about glamour, high-style and elegance. Photo of Gauri Khan courtesy Avinash Gowarikar. Styling: Nandita
Mahtani; Hair and Make-up: Racinda Martis; Co-ordination: Gitika Taraporewala
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eclectic carpets that is carefully handmade one knot at a time in rural India. For ‘Tattvam’, Gauri Khan has
worked with the rural artisans of Rajasthan.

Inspired by the countryside of India, ‘Tattvam’ by Gauri Khan for Jaipur Rugs has been hand-knotted by the local women artisans using
silk and wool rugs.

Inspired by the countryside of India, ‘Tattvam’ has been hand-knotted by the local women artisans using silk
and wool rugs. Each handwoven rug by Jaipur Rugs that passes through 180 hands, represents a blend of
colours, textures, designs and perfects the timeless art of handmade luxury rugs.

In 2016, Gauri Khan was invited to showcase her work, ‘Turned Wood On Brass’ at Maison & Objet, Paris
within a section called Scenes d’interieur gallery. The section highlighted global trends in luxury decor and
acted as the perfect backdrop for Gauri’s luxury collection that was inspired by the traditional craft of
Sankhedu (hand-painted furniture in turned wood since 1885), from the eastern region of Gujarat, as well as
architect Avni Sejpal’s work with rubber and cork.

We wonder if the new rug collection will be available at Gauri Khan’s Mumbai store, Gauri Khan DesignsGauri Khan Designs.
We’ll keep you posted!

Maison & Objet will take place in Paris between January 19-23, 2018.
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